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Assignments Brown Belt Red Stripe going for Brown Belt Black Stripe 
 7  Preparation    8  Teaching  Lower Grades      9. Teaching Intermediate Grades 
10. Japanese Terminology, Body, Technique, Language 

Assistant Instructor - Teaching Lower Grades 
THERE ARE 2 parts to this assignment  

1 A beginner assistant Instructor is someone who works alongside a main Instructor, helping them with a new 
person who has decided to try out Karate for the first time. When a beginner comes to our group. It is really 

important that we make them feel welcome, let them know we are peaceful and friendly people who want 
to learn and have fun together. Your  job would be to answer questions, demonstrate karate movements, 
slowly/fast/broken down or however the beginner Instructor wants it shown. (If we show we can do it fast 
and really good, this can sometimes put a beginner off as they will think they can never get as good as 
you. So it is important for you to work with the instructor and with the beginner, so they will want to join us 
regularly. 
 

Think back to when you were a beginner: Write on another sheet all that you can think of for these headings  
 

Karate is – 
 
 

Karate is not What we’re like as a karate 
student and as a group 

 

2 You have been asked to take a group of blue/red belts for 15 minutes in their second class.  Last week 

they had a quick warm up and introduction, were shown how to bow, shown Yoi,  straight punch and upper 

rising block.  It has been 7 days since they were last at karate.  They have just done their warm up and you 

have now been asked to teach them the same things as last week  again. 

1.what 3 things you could do to help them remember what they had learned last week. 

    

    

  

 2. What  3 things could you do to check they understand what you have taught them this week.  

     

    

  

3. What could you do to make them feel good about training with you in this Karate class? 

    

    

  

You will take this group of students for the next 2 training sessions, create a lesson plan that would build on what you 

have taught them this week. Discuss your lesson plan ideas with your instructor (remember to keep to the student’s 

syllabus) and consider any useful feedback before you teach them again.(Remember if you do this assignment for 

real in class, to write it up in your reflective diary. Add the diary to this assignment, so that you create the full lesson 

plan & reflection for yourself) 

REMEMBER TO NAME YOUR  ASSIGNMENT EMAIL TO AHKASSIGNMENTS@GMAIL.COM GIVE TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR 

OR CLUB SECRETARY TO SEND TO AHK OFFICE TO GET:    FEEDBACK, DIPLOMA  & GI BADGE 

 


